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Level crossings for Paris T4 tram-train extension
On the 20th and 21st of July, 160 meters of Corkelast®
Level Crossing System (LCS) was installed as part of
the Paris T4 tram-train extension near Gargan station.
edilon)(sedra carried out the design, application
engineering and supply of the system for our client
SNCF, in full conformity with SNCF’s approval for LCS
and in close cooperation with project partners Delcourt
Rail and Systra.
Standard design 6 meter LCS slabs were installed, as well as
special designed tapered 3 meter slabs for the curved part of
the track. Part of the specific engineering work for layout and
installation was to accommodate the narrow curve radius of
80 meters. This allows the rails to follow the curves in straight
channels. Two of the 3 meter slabs were specially designed in
order to accommodate a detection loop.

Commencing on the 20th of July, the slab installation took
place in a short time frame of 8,5 hours. The installation time
on average was 15 minutes per slab. Due to the difficult
access conditions for the trucks, the delivery schedule had
to be followed perfectly. The unloading of the slabs and the
slab installation was assured by a 400 ton mobile crane. Rail
alignment and the pouring of the rail embedding elastomer
Corkelast® followed quickly. The track work was finished the
next day in two short shifts.
The level crossings are part of a 6,5 km route that will extend
the T4 line east from Gargan station to Montfermeil. The T4
extension will be opened for passengers at the end of 2019.
In 2006 edilon)(sedra supplied Corkelast® LCS level crossings
for T4 from Bondy to Aulnay. After 10 years in service these
level crossings are still in perfect shape – so far no maintenance
action has been required.

Installation of the LCS slabs for T4 near Gargan station

Rail replacement Moerdijk bridge,
The Netherlands
From the 25th of July to the 11th of August Dutch rail structure operator
ProRail, contractor Strukton and edilon)(sedra will replace 2 x 1.026 m
of the rails on the Moerdijk bridge in the Netherlands constructed with
Corkelast® ERS Embedded Rail System.
During these days a project team of edilon)(sedra will work closely together with
their project partners in order to finish this comprehensive project in the agreed
short time frame.
The renovation of the Moerdijk bridge ensures that passenger and freight trains
can ride the bridge safely and reliably in the coming years.
More information about this challenging project is coming soon.
First preparations rail replacement Moerdijk bridge
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Combi terminal New Arken, Gothenburg
In the Swedish city of Gothenburg a new combi terminal
‘New Arken’ is being realized. For track 903, main contractor
NCC awarded edilon)(sedra the assignment to realize 622.5
meters of Corkelast® HSTS (Heavy rail Slab Track System),
a combination of prefabricated concrete slabs, type ‘New
Arken’ and the edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail
System).
In addition edilon)(sedra will realize four 18 meter level crossings
in Tracks 911a/b and Tracks 912a/b near the entrance of the
terminal. These level crossings (situated in curves of R=150m and
R=200m) will be of edilon)(sedra type LCS-L3. The edilon)(sedra
part of the project will be realized in September 2017. The turnkey
project, including slab design, implementation of the slabs and ERS
application, is expected to take around 3 weeks.
NCC is working for the Port of Gothenburg, the owner of the
‘New Arken kombiterminal’. When the terminal is finished it will be
operated by Sandahlsbolagen.
The New Arken project is comparable with our recent container
terminal project ‘TCT Venlo’ in the Netherlands. In the summer of
2015 we supplied 1.200 meters of Corkelast® edilon)(sedra STS
(Slab Track System) for this terminal.
VIDEO Container terminal Venlo

The ‘New Arken’ area in Gothenburg

Sincere interest in the manual ‘ERS
on Bridges’ during IAF Münster
edilon)(sedra looks back on an exciting IAF exhibition in Münster,
Germany. Rail experts from all over the world were very interested in
examining our company’s latest rail track innovations.

edilon)(sedra stand, IAF Münster 2017

Special point of interest was the launch of our ‘Complete Manual Embedded
Rail Systems on Bridges’. This 40 page handbook builds the conduit
between the diversity of challenges faced when designing railway bridges
and the solutions that ERS Embedded Rail System provides in practice. The
manual discusses different types of bridges and bridge covers, based on the
compatibility of ERS, as well as solutions for transition zones, integration of
compensation welds or devices, as well as glue seals, signal and detection
currents and draining. Aspects such as technical implementation, operation,
finances and lifespan are also discussed in detail.

Because of the frequent interest shown in this
manual, we’ve decided to offer it as free PDF
download option on our website:
www.edilonsedra.com/manual (English version)
www.edilonsedra.com/handbuch (German version)
www.edilonsedra.com/handboek (Dutch version)
We are looking forward to your positive feedback and
we hope to see you again during the next edition of IAF!
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Replacement blocks Hemtunnel Zaandam,
The Netherlands
On the 26th of April and the 15th of July edilon)(sedra started the replacement of
the block based track system in the tunnel ‘Hemtunnel’ in Zaandam by the
state-of-the-art Corkelast® Embedded Block System (EBS), after being almost
35 years in service.
The first 345 blocks from a total of 1.560 blocks were replaced by EBS type 54-E1 in only
two short night shifts. edilon)(sedra is responsible for the engineering and production of the
blocks as well as the on-site installation, including the delivery of tools and equipment.
Increasingly, EBS is being chosen as the preferred track system for replacing traditional
block-based systems in tunnels. The Corkelast® based system offers an easy and flexible
installation and therefore a very short out-of-service period. Furthermore EBS is applied
because of its durable characteristics. The system ensures a strong reduction of dynamic
loads and vibrations and excellent electrical insulation which is important in areas with
moisture and/or risk for corrosion.
In the next period the remaining 1.215 blocks will be replaced, after which the Hemtunnel
track will ready for many years of safe and reliable rail transport.

EBS designs for the Hemtunnel (the light blue marked part is
the Corkelast® bonding elastomer)

Recently installed EBS in the Hemtunnel

Project highlighted: Bilston Road Bridge, UK
What?
Replacement of 30 meters of track on the Bilston Road Bridge with edilon)(sedra Corkelast® Embedded Rail Systems (ERS).
Where?
Birmingham, Bilston Road Bridge, Wolverhampton direction
For who? Colas Rail (technical consultant: Egis Rail)
Why?
Rehabilitation of an existing tram track
How?
Due to degradation of channel walls we rebuild the concrete channel walls with steel plates:
o Grooves were cut in to the concrete shoulders and anchor bolts were adhered in place with use of edilon)(sedra Dex®-EA 2K.
o The steel plates were aligned in the channel to create the correct vertical height and welded on to the anchor bolts.
o Additional alignment of the channel floor was carried out, highlighting areas which had deviations from 0 to > 50 millimetres.
Deviation was corrected by the use of grout.
o Rail, steel plates & concrete channel were grit blasted and edilon)(sedra Primer U90WB was applied.
o After returning to the project, the rail was aligned both vertically and horizontally.
o edilon)(sedra Primer 21 was applied and Corkelast® was poured 90 minutes later.
		 - Due to regulations in the United Kingdom, the Corkelast® had to be poured to the Top of Rail, this reduces any H&S issues.
		 - Due to the poor weather circumstances we were obliged to cover the work area with tents.
The project was completed and signed off by the client. The second stage of the installation is planned for September 2017.
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Tramway Line 3 Metro Extension
to Piraeus
On January 14th 2013, ATTIKO METRO S.A. and THEMELI S.A. Contracting Company signed the contract for the
construction of the Tramway Extension to Piraeus in Athens, Greece. The contract included the designing of
edilon)(sedra Corkelast® Urban Slab Track System (USTS) and the supply of edilon)(sedra Corkelast® Embedded Rail
System (ERS) and edilon)(sedra Trackelast® Slab Track Mats (STM).
The strict requirements for noise and vibration control set by the supervising authority ATTIKO METRO S.A. are met by ERS
in combination with the Trackelast® floating slab track mats constructed as USTS in order to overcome also the sensitive soil
conditions close to the sea side. Over half of the track length will be installed upon these mats, forming a resilient substructure.
The USTS prefabricated slab system throughout the length of the project, including around 25 switches and crossings, is
expected to save construction time and minimize nuisance to the city’s vivid everyday life and crowded traffic. In addition,
USTS allows for relatively shallow excavation depth thus minimizing the risk of intervening with the archeological wealth that lies
underground. Also challenging are the extreme slopes in many sections of the city.
The track works are expected to be completed during the last quarter of 2017. The entire project is expected to be delivered
during the summer of 2018, when the first tram will bring the passengers to the port of Piraeus. A new fast and reliable modern
transport system will be available by then.

Sections of USTS installed at Neo Faliro
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